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Geologic mapping of Elysium Mons on a 1:500,000 scale 
resulted iq 23 mappable units over an area of approximately 
175,000 km , from 22.5-27.5"N, 210-220°W. These maps were 
produced using USGS photomosaic maps MTM 25212 and MTM 25217 
as base maps for the purpose of identifying distinctive 
terrains, to find superpositions where possible, and to look 
for possible pyroclastic landforms (1). The resulting 
geologic units are subdivisions of map units which appear on 
the 1:15 million scale Geologic Map of the Eastern 
Equatorial Region, Mars (2). Three unit names from the 1:15 
million map, units Aell, Ae12, and Ae14, were used in the 
mapping. Individual Viking Orbiter images were closely 
examined to analyze geologic surface contacts, structural 
features, and craters. 

The plains area has been divided into nine geologic 
units. All of the units are composed of lava flows from 
Elysium Mons, but each material is morphologically distinct, 
showing varing degrees of erosion and crater density. 

The Elysium Mons construct has been divided into four 
flank units. Contacts for the units correspond to where 
distinct changes in morphology are visible. The greatest 
contrast is between two geologic units; the Upper Flank 
Material and the Undivided Flow Material. The Undivided 
Flow Material consists of intertwined and braided lava 
flows, lava channels, and crater chains. The overall 
morphology of the Upper Flank Material is smooth with no 
lava flows visible. Impact craters appear mantled by some 
surficial deposit. This material has been interpreted to 
consist of lava flows mantled by a volcanic airfall deposit 
(l13) 

The Elysium Mons caldera shows five levels of collapse 
and has been divided into five map units. All of these 
geologic units are interpreted to have formed as a result of 
caldera collapse associated with the reduction of magma 
chamber pressure subsequent to an eruption (4). 

Small constructional features have been identified in 
Elysium Planitia. Domes resembling terestrial cinder cones 
have been found superposed on the plains units west of 
Elysium Mons (1,5). These domes are from 4.0 to 7.5 km in 
basal diameter and possess circular summit depressions 
indicating summit caldera. Three small shield volcanoes are 
located along the southwestern edge of Elysium Mons (6). 

The Elysium Fossae Formation (Ae14) has been subdivided 
into three units; Flat-floored Troughs, Deep Troughs, and 
Zephyrus Fossae. The Flat-Floored Troughs are oriented 
radial to Elysium Mons. These troughs have open distal ends 
and ocassionally possess head tributaries. They are 
interpreted to result from faulting, followed by the 
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interaction of magma and gr~und ice (1). Deep Troughs are 
oriented circumferential to Elysium Mons. These troughs 
cross-cut one another and appear braided but retain their 
overall circumferential orientation. These concentric 
graben most likely result from tensional stress associated 
with Elysium Mons (1). Zephyrus Fossae consists of the 
largest concentric graben south and southwest of Elysium 
Mons. Since the northern part of one of the fractures 
revealed anomalously low thermal inertias that may indicate 
a volcanic ash deposit, this feature was mapped as a 
separate unit (1,7) . 

This data is part of a master thesis investigating 
Elysium Mons and the adjacent plains for morphological 
evidence of pyroclastic materials. 
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